7 August 2020

**Works completed on two Keppel schools**

Two Capricorn Coast state schools have benefited from nearly $500,000 in building work, the Member for Keppel and Assistant Education Minister Brittany Lauga said today.

The Farnborough State School has had $300,000 spent on infrastructure, enhancing and refurbishing a prep learning space including classroom and kitchen upgrades and the replacement of the shade structure in the senior play area.

The Yeppoon State School has had $138,000 spent on enhancing the shade structure for playground, delivering a new hard cover shade structure for the junior playground.

“These are just some of the projects the Palaszczuk Government has delivered for schools in the Keppel electorate,” said Ms Lauga.

Ms Lauga was given a tour of the new facilities by Farnborough SS principal Ross Deards.

**PHOTO: Brittany Lauga with Farnborough prep school teacher Angela Hinds with Yellow Prep class.**
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